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BREAKFAST CLUB AT IANCASTE'R. FEB. 16
Honoring Dr. Wm. H. Price, former President of the Breakfast Club, who
died December 31, 1955, members of the club will gather at Lancaster Sunday
morning, Feb. 16.
Special invitations have been issued by the Lancaster Chamber of Commerce and the Lancaster Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol who are going all
out to make this one of the big meetings of the year.
Elections will be held to select a president of the Breakfast Club for
the corning year. Mr. Homer Collum, current president, is the only one
actively campaigning for the job and insists on a demoncratic election to
reinstate him as president.
Dr. Price
Plan on arriving at Lancaster by 9:20AM. Breakfast will be at 10:20
AM on schedule.
The following meeting will be at Sumter on March 2nd.

* * *
ICING ENCOUNTI!:R SURPRISES PTLOT
A recent icing encounter in Central South Carolina emphasizes the need for the pilot to
check dewpoint as well as temperature when entering rain areas, according to John C. Purvis,
U. S. Weather Bureau in Columbia.
With a confortable 40 degrees at Columbia, the pilot had no thought of an icing problem.
Rain began shortly thereafter, giving enough icing to force the pilot to terminate his flight.
Actually the dewpoint at the time was about 20 degrees, so that evaporation rapidly lowered
the wet plane surface to freezing temperatures.
Remember, when rain begins, the temperature and dewpoint approach each other due to
evaporation of the rain. If the dewpoint is below 32 degrees in an araa of expected rain,
check t he possibility of icing.

LITI'IE DA11A.GE SUSTAINED BY PlANE TIJ lAKE mJRRAY CRASH
While little can be gained by a review of the events leading up to the crash of a Cessna
182 in Lake Murr~y recently, a review of the pilot's technique in effecting a landing on the
water which caused only minor damage to the aircraft might be of help to someone in the future.
When the engine failed, pilot
Richard Clause of Chardon, Ohio, who
was at the controls, extended full flaps.
He proceeded in a normal glide until the
plane was about 10 feet off of the water.
He held it off until nearly stalled, at
which time he horsed bac k on the control to full travel. The plane nosed
up into a complete stall and settled into the water bef ore the nose started to
fall. He stated that it was not difficult to open the door of the partly
submerged plane and that all occupants
were able to evacuate the plane. The
aircraft floated for approximately five minutes befor8 its sinking forced them t o swim for
shore, G.nd the fact that two of the occupants lost their lives in no way detracts from the
succ essful ditching of the plane, but rather points the need for survival equipment.

AMATEUR ROCKETRY, A NE1N HAZARD
As though things were not tough enough nmv, amateur rocketeers are springing up all oyer
the country, filling the skies with miniature variation of the Thor, the Vanguard and other
buzz-bomb contraptions. Other than posing a danger to themselves these embrionic scientists
who range front grade school age through college, are literally cluttering the airways with
dangerous missels.
Bergstrom Air Force Base recently experienced the count-down of one club's rocket or-ly
to see it hurl its way up through their traffic pattern to the consternation of pilots in
the area.
Far be it fro1n us to discourage our future scientists, but a little control does seem
to be in order. For instance, in our state the:>:·e is a restricted area at Fort Jackson where
the military does its own firing. What better place for ballistic minded boys and girls to
hold their test launchings? It has the added advantage of being under the eye of the military authority just in case one of their two-foot inventions shotud penetrate to the moon or
escape into orbit. Builders of the Vanguard might like to know what secret chemical ingredient was used.
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TO BE OR NOT 'ItJ BE
"New CAA report says jet age problems exagerated."
"Unprepared for jets, CAB officials warns."
Same date--Different publications-----Take your choice.
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